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ADJUDICATION

The Commission noted that the newspaper had neither so u ^ t to justify the artide in 
the public interest or on the grounds of consent, nor denied that the artide -was intru
sive. Its case speared  to rest on two contentions -  that Ms Pirie’s former fiance was 
entitled to discuss their relationship publidy and in intimate detail and that Ms Pirie had 
openly discussed her private life to such an extent that she was disentitled to the protec
tion of the Code.

The Commission, in considerit^ this case, had two fundamental prindples to bear in 
mind. First, the Commission has previously made clear that even when individuals do 
put matters concerning their private lives into the public domain -  as public figures such 
as Ms Pirie are expected to do from time to time -  the press cannot reasonably justify 
thereafter publishing artides on any subject concerning them. In reviewing the cuttings 
o f interviews vrith Ms Pirie submitted by the newspaper the Commission could not find 
any examples of her discussing voluntarily such deeply personal matters as were 
contained in die newspaper’s artide. It did not consider that any of them demonstrated 
a collaboration with the press to publish very intimate material about her private life that 
forfeited her right to respect for privacy under the Code.

Second, the Commission must also have regard to freedom o f expression and the 
public’s right to be informed of matters of public interest. This may indude cases where 
one side in an otherwise private rdationship between two parties gves an account of 
that rdationship. In such cases the Commission must consider whether one party’s right 
to freedom of expression — something the Commission generally supports — outweighs 
the other’s right to respect for privacy under the Code.

In seeking to balance these two factors, the Commission considered the extent 
to which the material was in the public domain. It noted that Ms Pirie had been happy 
to inform the public about the fact of her rdationship with her former fianc6. It would 
not therefore have been unreasonable for him to have spoken publicly about his rda
tionship with her. However, the Commission has already noted that the complainant had 
not voluijteered the sort of highly personal information that was revealed in the article. 
Aside from the publication of general details about her previous rdationships there was 
also little in previous artides about the detail of her private life. The newspaper had 
pointed to the fact that an artide in another newspaper by a former boyfriend had been 
published without complaint. The Commission regretted that Ms Pirie had not com
plained about the article at the time and would urge individuals to complain to the 
Commission if they think that an article has invaded their privacy. However, it did not 
consider that Ms Pirie’s failure for whatever reason to complain about this one artide 
implied general consent for further intrusion.

The Commission was concerned about the absence of any proportionality between 
the subject matter of the artide -  which was extremdy personal and devoid of any 
public interest -  and the material that was already in the public domain about the rela
tionship. In balancing privacy and freedom of expression the newspaper had -  on this 
occasion -  made the wrong dedsion. Ms Pirie deserved her right to privacy on such per
sonal matters and nothing she had done had disentitled her to this.

APPENDIX

Codes o f Practice, 1990 and 1999

CODE OF PEACTICE, DECEMBER 1990
The Press Complaints Commission are charged with enforcing the following Code of 
Practice which was framed by the newspaper and periodical industry.

All members of the Press have a duty to maintain the highest professional and ethical 
standards. In doing so, they should have regard to the provisions of this Code of Practice 
and to safeguardir^ the public’s rigjit to know.

Editors are responsible for the actions of journalists employed by their publications. 
They should also satisfy themselves as far as possible that material accepted from non-staff 
members was obtained in accordance with this Code.

While recognising that this involves a substantial element of self-restraint by editors 
and journalists, it is designed to be acceptable in the context of a system of self-regulation. 
The Code applies in the spirit as well as in the letter.

1. Acmrcuy
(i) Newspapers and periodicals should take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading 

or distorted material.
^  Whenever it is recognised that a significant inaccuracy, misleadii^ statement or dis

torted report has been published, it should be corrected promptly and with due 
prominence.
An apology shottid be published whenever appropriate
A newspaper or periodical should always report fairly and accurately the outcome 
of an action for defamation to which it has been a party.

2. Opportunity to
A fair opportunity for reply to inaccuracies should be given to individuals or 
organisations when reasonably called for.

3. Comment, conjecture and fa ct
Newspapers, vdiile free to be partisan, should distinguish clearly between comment, 
conjecture and fact.
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4. Privag

Intrusions and enquiries into an individuM’s private life without his or her consent are 
not generally acceptable and publication can only be justified when in the public inter
est. This would include:
0  Detecting or exposing crime or serious misdemeanour.
(ii) Detecting or exposing seriously anti-social conduct.
^  Protecting public health and safety.
Civ) Preventing the public from being misled by some statement or action of that 

individual.
5. Hospitals

(i) Journalists or photographers makiî  enquiries at hospitals or similar institutions 
should identify themselves to a responsible official and obtain permission before 
entering non-pubHc areas.

fy} The restrictions on intruding into privacy are particularly relevant to enquiries 
about individuals in hospital or similar institutions.

6. MisrepresentaHon
(i) Journalists should not generally obtain or seek to obtain information or pictures 

through misrepresentation or subterfuge.
(ii) Unless in the public interest, documents or photogrsqihs should be removed only 

with the express consent of the owner.
Cii) Subterfuge can be justified only in the public interest and only when material 

cannot be obtained by any other means.
In all these clauses the public interest includes:
(a) Detecting or exposing crime or serious misdemeanour.
(b) Detecting or exposing anti-social conduct.
(c) Protecting public health or safety.
(d) Preventing the public being misled by some statement or action of an individ

ual or organisation.

7. Harassment

® Journalists shouU neither obtain information nor pictures throig;h intimidation or 
harassmait.

(ii) Unless their enquiries are in the public interest, journalists should not photograph 
individuals on private property without then consent; should not persist in telephoning 
or questioning individuals after having been asked to desist; should not remain on their 
property after having been asked to leave and should not follow them.
The public interest would include:
(a) Detecting or exposing crime or serious misdemeanour.
(b) Detecting or exposing anti-social conduct.
(c) Protecting public health and safety.
(d) Preventing the public from being misled by some statement or action of that 

individual or organisation.

8. Payment for articles

(i) Payments or offers of payment for stories, pictures or information should not be 
made to wimesses or potenrial witnesses in current criminal proceedings or to
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(ii)

people engaged in crime or to theit associates except where the material concerned 
ought to be published in the public interest and the payment is necessary for this 
to be done.
The public interest will include:
(a) Detecting or exposing crime or serious misdemeanour.
(b) Detecting or easing anti-sodal conduct.
(c) Protecting public health and safety.
(d) Preventing the public from being misled by some statement or action of that 

individual or organisation.
‘Associates’ include family, friends, neigjhbours and colleagues.
Payments should not be made either directly or indirectly througji agents.

1

9. Intrusion into grî  or shock
In cases involving personal grief or shock, enquiries should be carried out and 
approaches made wiffi sympathy and discretion.

10. Innocent rehtives and friends
The Press should generally avoid identifying relatives or friends of persons convicted 
or accused of crime unless the reference to them is necessary for the full fair and accu
rate reporting of the crime or legal proceedings.

11. Interviemng orphotogrephing children
@ Journalists should not normally interview or photograph children under the age of 

16 on subjects involving the personal welfare of the child, in the absence of or 
without the consent of a parent or other adult who is responsible for the children, 

(ii) Children should not be approached or photographed while at school without the 
permission of the school authorities.

12. Children in sex cases
The Press should not, even where the law does not prohibit it, identify children 
under the age of 16 who are involved in cases concerning sexual offences, whether 
as victims, or as witeesses or defendants.

13. Victims (f crime

The Press should not identify victims of sexual assault or publish material likely to con
tribute to such identification unless, by law, they are free to do so.

14. Discrimination
(i) The Press should avoid prejudicial or prejorative reference to a person’s race, 

colour, religion, sex or sexual orientation or to any physical or mental illness or 
handicap.

fyj It should avoid publishing details of a person’s race, colour, religion, sex or sexual 
orientation, unless these are directly relevant to the story.

15. Financial journalism
(i) Even where the law does not prohibit it, journalists should not use for their own 

profit financial information they receive in advance of its general publication, nor 
should they pass such information to others.

(ii) They should not write about shares or securities in whose performance they know
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diat they or tteir close famiEes have a significant financial interest, without disclos
ing the interest to the editor or financial editor.

6ii) They should not buy or sell, either direcdy or througjx nominees or agents, 
shares or securities about which they have written recently or about which they 
intend to write in the near future.

16. Confidential soums

Journalists have a moral obligation to protect conWdential sources of information. 

CODE OF PRACTICE, DECEMBER 1999
This is the nemsptper and mî â ne industry’s Code of Practice. It is written and revised ly the Editors’ 
Cade Committie made tp of independent editors if  national, re§onal and local newsptpers and mâ cfines. 
It ts ratified fin the Press Complaints Commission npich has a majoritn f  kg members who use the Code 
toe’ ” ' ■ ■

The Code was revised in December 1999. Items marked * are covered fin the exeptions relating to the 
puhtie interest.

All members of the press have a duty to maintain the higjiest professional and ethical stan
dards. This Code sets the benchmarks for those standards. It both protects the rights of die 
individual and upholds the pubEc’s i%ht to know.

The Code is the cornerstone of the system of self-regulation to which the industry has 
made a binding commitment. Editors and pubEshers must ensure that the Code is observed 
rigorously not only by their staff but also by anyone who contributes to their pubEcations.

It is essential to the workings of an agreed code that it be honoured not only to the 
letter but in the fidl spkit. The Code should not be mterpreted so narrowly as to compro
mise its commitment to respect the rights of the individual, nor so broadly that it prevents 
pubEcation in the pubEc interest.

It is the responsibiEty of editors to co-qierate with the PCC as swiftly as possible in 
the resolution of complaints.

Any puliEcation which is criticised by the PCC under one of the foEovring classes must 
print the adjudication which foEows m fiiE and with due prominence.

1. Aecurtug

(i) Newspapers and periodicaU must take care not to pubEsh inaccurate, 
or distorted material including pictures.

(E) Whenever it is recogmsed that a sigmficant inaccuracy, misleading statement or 
distorted report has been pubEshed, it should be corrected promptly and with 
due prominence.
An apology should be pubEshed whenever appropriate.

(iv) A newspaper or periodical must report fairly and accurately the outcome of an 
action for defamation to which it has been a party.

2. Opportuttig to reply

A fair opportunity for reply to maccuracies must be given to mdividuals or 
organisations when reasonably caEed for.

3. Privag

(i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private and fimEy Efe, home,

?
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and correspondence. A pubEcation wiE be expected to justify intrusions into any 
Eidividual’s private Efe withoutconsent

60 The use of long lens photogr̂ hy to take pictures of people in private places 
without their consent is unacceptable.
Note: Private places are pubEc or private property where there is a reasonable 
expectation of privacy.

4. Harassment

6) JournaEsts and photographers must ndther obtaEi Eifbrmation or pictures 
through intimidation, harassment or persistent pursuit 

(E) They must not photograph individuals in private places (as defined m the note to 
Clause 3) without then consent; must not persist in telephoning, questioniî , 
pursuEig or photographEig Eidividuals after havEig been asked to desist; must 
not remain on their property after haviî  been asked to leave and must not 
foEow them.

CEi) Editors must ensure that those worldng for them comply with these 
reqturements and must not pubEsh materkl from other sources which does not 
meet these requirements.

5. Intrusion inti) g p f or shock
In cases involvEig grief or shock, enquEies must be carried out and approaches 
made with sympadiy and discretion. PubEcation must be handled sensitively at such 
times, but this should not be interpreted as restricting the r^t to report judicial 
proceedings.

6. Children

{i) Young people should be free to complete their time at sdiool without 
unnecessary intrusion.

(E) JoumaEsts must not interview or photograph chEdren under the age of 16 on 
subjects involving the welfare of the chEd or of any other child, in die absence 
of or without the consent of a parent or other adult who is responsible for the 
chEdren.

6E) PupEs must not be approached or photĉ raphed whEe at school without the 
permission of the school authorities.

(iv) There must by no payment to mEiors for material Eivolving the wdfare of 
chEdren nor payment to parents or guardians for material about then chEdren or 
wards unless it is demonstrably in the chEd’s interest.

(v) Where material about the private Efe of a chEd is pubEshed, there must be 
justification for pubEcation other than the fame, notoriety or position of his or 
her parents or guardian.

7. Children in sex eases

6) The press must not, even where the kw does not prohibit it, idaitify chEdren 
under the age of 16 who are involved in cases concerning sexual offences, 
whether as victims or as witeesses.

60 In any press report of a case involving a sexual offence gainst a chEd —
(a) The chEd must not be identified.
(b) The adult may be identified.
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